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Recent work has shown that pap&*“- or cellulose powder3 treated with tri-?z-octyl- 
amine are very effective for the chromatographic separation of many chemical elements. 

The use of tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) as a highly ‘selective extractant 
has of late increased cons+-ably in analytical chemistry atid, particularly, in nticlear 
chemistry. It was, therefore, our purpose to investigate the chromatographic be- 
haviour ,of many metal ions on paper treated with. a solution of tri-?z-octylphosphine 
oxide. Chloride, nitrate and sulphate systems were investigated. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents and equ@ment 

Paper was treated with a 0.025 n/r solution of TOP0 in cyclohexane. TOP0 (chemical 
composition (&HI,) 3P0 ; mol. wt.. 3S6.65 ; m.p. 54-55 “), was supplied by Eastman 
nV&-rm,;, rl-sc.-;#Pn1c 
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used in’ the experiments were analytical grade and were obtained from the follotiing 
suppliers : Carlo Erba (Milan, Italy) ; Merck (Darmstadt, W.Germany) ; B.D.H. ).- 
(London,, England) ; Fluka (Buchs SG, Switzerland) ; Light’s (Colnbrook, England) 
arid, Johnson; Matthey 6r Co. (London, England). 

:. The chromatographic paper Whatman No. I, type CRLJI, was used for basic 
experiments. Each paper sheet (21~3 x II cm) consisted of twelve parallel strips, 
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designed in such a way that, after the spots had been deposited, the chromatogram 
folded in a cylindrical shape could be attached to, the lid of the device. The eluting ‘, 

&lutibn was ilitroduced into the container by means of a pipette, and twelve as- :,: 
c&ding chromat&ams could be simultaneously carried out in a closed atmosphere.- 1. 

An, &$linary,chromatographic column and 4 x 35 cm Whitman No. I: paper strips -,,; 
were used for the other ascending or descending chromatograms mentioned in this paper. : 

,,‘. )..I 

Treatin@it of. thk $a$er avLd chi+ohzatogrqVzzic pbrocedure 4 
,+ 
,,.I 

The T,QP+cyclohexhne, solution was shaken ‘for IO min with twice the volume of a ::I 

I : I solution of the acid that was to be &ed as the eluent. The organic phase was then ‘j’ : .‘, 
1,; 
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SEPARATIONS USING TRI-?4-Oi=TYLPHOSPHINE OXIDE 113 

Fig. I. Apparatus for. ascending chromato&phy. (a) Chromatographic paper CRL/r type ; 
(b) glass container ; (c) perspex lid ; (d) internal plate of the lid : (e) centra! hole :, (f) glass crystalliz- 

. . ing dish ; (g) eluent solution.. .’ 

‘_ : ,_, 

colle,cted after percolation through cotton lint to eli,minate any trace of the inorganic 
solution. The equilibrated TOP0 solution was transferred to a glass container with 
a rectangular cross-sectionof zz x r4 cm, The level of thesolution .was about .I cm 
2_._.__ A.,_ _ ‘I- -ll---- ~~_~-~__~__. -‘I-_-L_ _______ i .___ ___..___l J_.. __ L_ __ ___ _ _- -3 A.,_ -__ __--- ___- 3 
4rom -Ene ooCtom. I ne paper sneers were immersFu 10r IO ~0 ,r5 set ana men removea 

and allowed to drip. The organic solvent was eliminated by blowing:warm air onto the .‘, 
partially dried strips. The,spots,(o.or to: 0.05 ml) were deposited as aqueous or slightly ,’ .’ : j. 
acidic’ sdlutions~.contaiuing, 5’: Id-O 

; .; 
equiv./ml of the metal iok Larger quantities were 

” : . 
u&d for alkali metals’and”alkalin’e earths. ” ’ ‘-. -’ 

.,. 
. 

After the spots had been deposited, the ‘paper sheet was fix& to the lid of the 
apparatus shown in Fig. I. By putting the paper into the hole in the lid and fixing 
h__ * clle intefnai @&&, -t_he sheet formed a @in& tiri-_li& -was, inserted in”ro “Lfle gass 

container. Fy ,means of a glass pipette the eluent solution, _tvas. added through. the 
central ‘.liole in’ .t,he lid till the lower 015 cm of the paper was immersed. Thdn‘the ‘. ,. 
a&&&us, w,as.,~cover$d by an inverted crystal&ing ‘dish., The ‘elufion ~t&-ne’ for” a 
g cm,,run rangdd’fr&-r 35 to 70 min, depending on the type and molarity ‘,o,f’t,hd acid .; :, ‘, ,; 
used. :’ .’ ., 

; .: : : : ,, ,’ ‘. 
: ,,:;,,: ,. ,’ 

‘The eldting :sdlutions used’ in, all t,he experirnents~ are given in Table I; ” ’ 
i. .,. ,, ‘).,‘- .’ ‘, t ‘, ,), ‘: .“, 

‘. 
., ‘, ,” : .’ Tk13Lg */ :.. ‘, ‘, .y ;; :’ 

.: ., 
LIST‘OF Ti-ii ELUEti'iS' 

! ..I, 
" 

’ 

?~r+,’ - : HCl’ 0;1; 0.5;. ri,z;,&+i Gi s; 10; 12 

..’ :, ; HNO, 0.5;,1; .“-; G; x0; 14 ,. 
H,SO, 0.1; 0.5; 1; 2;‘4 .‘. 

J. Clzromalog., 7 (1g6a) rra-119 
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Solutions stronger than 4 M H,SO* could not be used because they attacked 
the paper. 

When the elutidn was completed, the paper sheet was dried with warm air and 
the spots were developed. with the reagents specific for the metal ions examined. A 
lid nF +hn imnc nvdm;n-ail 

.’ 
+nma+Lim. mn’+h d-L&G A.c.~,~lnn~r~ ;c ‘&i*vnn :m ToLla TT A.Ob. “I LA&U *“*.a bAcLIAAII*Gu, LV~GUAGL Y”AL.A, LIIGIL U~V~A”~LxJ 1a &yYcilL 111 ICLVIG II. 

The RF values were, evaluated from the barycentre of the spots. Some ions, such 
as Ted+, Ru3+, Zr4+ and Hf4+, showed a tendency to form tails when eluted with HC1 

TABLE II 

LIST’0l-f IOX$!j EXAMINED AND THEIR DEVELOPERS 

; rotas :. Devclope~s 

) 

: ; 

:4g+, Tl+, c&?+, co?+, cu3{;, &&, Nis+, ~b”+, l>d*+,‘A&+, ‘(NH,)oS 
*,+j+, Bia+, ~~3+, sb3+; q--4+; I++, prl+, Se4-k; Ass+, SW+.. 

B&+, M@i-, Mn2-b, Snli,.-gna~;A13+,.Cr3.+, Ga3+, In’-‘, 
klueok solution 

Qucrcetin 
0.1 o/0 in alcohol 

La3+, l-h”+, ZI”‘+, Hfq+, uo+: 

.l;i+,,I<+, ds+, Sr3+, Ca2+. 

Ti”+$ vs+, 
_‘, 
‘# ,., Re?+. 

Ru3”. 
,; ., , I 

Morin 
o. I O/~ in alcohol 

Chloranilic acid I o/o in 
ethyl ether 

vl’_n.. --x-i: 
3.5 o/o, aqueous solution 

, S-Hydroxyquinolinc 
0.5 0/o in alcohol 

Thiourca ” 
.- I O/~’ in 5 n/r NC1 

: 

,/’ 

,.: ; 

,_ 1:; 

., : :‘: ., 

. 
, i  

of lo& rnolarity~; Zn*+ and S’bs+’ behaved likewise with HCI, and so ‘did 2r4+, IIf*+, aAd 
P.; r: ._.. . . A- ‘.‘, 
s_w+ With I-L,YVa. Other eiements, such as Cr, V, Sb, As ~h&&&bi~ more th&, y,& 
valency state, ,sometimes,formed double spots., 

: 
‘. 

’ 
_,’ :. : : ., i, .,! 

:~..’ : RE$XJLTS 14ND DISCbSSION ~ ,.:I ..’ 

- 
In j?i& 2, 3 and.4 the results obtained by-means of the procedure described above a&’ ,: ,‘: 

shown.: ‘The three, figures refer ‘to elutions \+th HCl, HNOS and’ H$30, respectivel~,.~ ‘1 I 
I-__ :_I____LL__: 1: -3 I,-‘:. ?‘_-,_‘__ . . . . . ‘I. _~. .m I- .’ 
111 cun~~quence. 01 zne large numd& 61 deter~itiatioi-is jab+ one tiiousan~ values)~,’ ‘, I, 

he && have been presented as the A&e ‘of the 2?~ value &rs& the adid ‘molarity. ,” 
Thus a general ,and complete picture ‘of the behaviour of each, ion can be drawn :?’ :: ‘, .’ . . ,, 

The %iiher ’ tile’ extra&ion ‘co&l%ient E,O, 
, 

‘tlie lower are : the Rj values;” ivhen, :I 

TOl?O is used, under the same, conditions: of, acidity. This was also shown in. ttio ,:‘: 

previous papers1 8 g which dealt with ,the use, of tri-rt-octylamine. (TNOA) . Therefore,- .’ i , 
the present rapid chromatographic procedure can give very useful indications about :;\: 

the extraction behavioi.ir of TOP0 Gith respect to a iarge number of different ions,,. ‘,i 

e&&tit fdr some particular cases .which will be discussed below. For instance, the type i: 
and nio1arit.y of .the acid that is likely to give, the best, ejstraction.of, an ion, can be ‘;:f:_ 
quickly derived from the lowest value. of Rp. ‘:;_, j ;\ ‘1.. .,. .::: 
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Fig ;. 2.. RF values as functions of HCl molarity for several metal ions. Paper treated with 0.025 AL 

TOP0 in cyclohexane. . 

‘. .On, the other hand, .the .general shape of.. the RP curve for the different ions in 
various acids can be anticipated from the.extraction data reportedin the’literature*“*; 

’ In order to, :deduce from the data reported,in Figs:~ 2,~ 3 and ‘4, all the .chroinato- 
: graphic’ separations ‘that are possible ivith this :method,. one .niust select :thc:ty& and, 

molarity-. of the. acid. in .which the RF values: of; the elements to: be: separated’ differ. 
by, at. least about .o.zo. ,This fact was. experimentally confirmed.by obtaining:the,chr& 

‘, matographic separation of two,’ three or four elements by.. either descending or east 
’ cending.elutionon.4 x 35:cm paper sheets. .’ I:, :, .: [ ‘..::.‘.: ‘~:, 

The curves obtained’often showed good agreement with the distribution, .curves 
. ,,. ‘. :I.::. : i ‘, : :’ .’ .:. 

” : ) . . ,,.:: .:I ‘:,: ,, ‘, ,; ,( 

:; ,.,_ 

,,.‘.c 

: / .‘. 
; ‘.’ : _I ‘. 

-J’C)po in &vclnhexan’e_ ,’ : ’ ,.,‘. ! : : : .:. > : 
_, ----_ -_------ 

J. Ciwotraatog., 7 (1gG2) 112-119 
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reportedby KRAUSAN~~~NELSON 14 for anionic resins. This was,to be expected because 
TOPO, as well as TNOA; behave like anionic exchangers. 

.-The, exceptional .behaviour of some of the ions examined depends on different 
factors. In fact; besides the ,exchange property, ofmTOP0, additional phenomena, such 
as “the precipitation of salts, ion. exchange on cellulose,, comnlex formation16, and -----r---- - ----_------ 
adsorption of some metal ions by’ highly concentrated electrolyteslO, play an im-I 
portant role. Thus the exceptionally ,low RF values of Ag, Pb and Sr with H,SO, are 
not caused by the extraction of these element% with TOPO, ‘because :no extraction 
takes place, btit by the formation of insoluble salts with H,,SO,I. Furthemlore, the 
RF values of Ca and Sr with concentrked HCl, which are appreciably lower than 
unity, can be explained, according to FOUARGE AND DUYICAERTS~~, by the adstirption 
by cellulose of dehydrated cations with small ionir radii. Tn fad.. Ch.e!“sbme authors ..-- -- ------- -_-__a -----. -__ ----) -a__, ---____ 

report, RF values of 0.65 and 0.45 respectively for Ca and Sr eluted with 12 A+? HCl. ,’ 

A further, exception is constituted by Y, which although not extracted by TOPO”’ 
gives in a nitrate medium,of low mqlarity rather low RR vaiues. .‘, .’ ,., _’ : ‘, 
Other factbs. 

The influ+% .of $&e ,,idditional fa&oys, such: as, ti-eatment tin-&of. the ‘$&ey, ex- “.~ 
perimental teniaerature. Glution STW?P.~. snil’the r?nnwnfm&nti n-f T0P~“;~&il.ikr d-11~ ; :*- _ __ _ ___ _, -=---, ---‘- __-_ -_--____-_I_-_*. _a - Y....V 

treatment; &as&o .investig&te$ 
UYYU &VI ,..a_w. 

,.;._: ,.” .“., by using the .system U6+,,‘lihV, :Laa+ in. 2 :'JU HCl‘ ” , ,. 
mediumi ,The, follo&ing concltisions,,,& bk’dratin’: : 

_I/’ .’ 
‘, ‘,’ ,‘;.‘ . : . . 

The .Rg due df s&& ‘ion. is .przicticak$..uriaffected w&n the ,time..df .itikbition of ‘; 
.’ .‘*:,I I.,, 

the paper varies between 5 set and 5 min. The same is .the &se for bp&atmg t+np& .; 

atures between ?o and 40”. _‘. ..,, ‘, 
: I ,,‘.;. !!::‘,,_, :. ‘(. ., . . 

.’ , The. e&on speed proved to have a, great inf’$er& ,& $hk J&k value; ‘in’.fact?,.~‘i_ ./I’ ,; .‘I .‘, ,’ 
v&i& chromatdgr&phy wa~“&~ried nnt in_ an ‘n$en &&IAP~~ “’ -. -- -L-_--- ,- -_ 

+& ;,;,+;.& .cnmp’il :,;;;s-,‘, 
y”‘L Y, .I&” YIUClVII L.yvuu . . UY ‘, 

‘, :, 
,: 

: : .1., ..’ J. Chomatog., 7 (1962) I 12-I 1.9 , :::,I: . 
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consid.erably decreased owing to the continuous evaporation of some, of the solvent, 

/ ,$<t!+ and. the RF values correspondingly increased. ,,I .: i I 

~%~. Gradually decreasing Rp values for U O-1- and Th*+ were obtained. by treating 
the paper with TOP0 solutions varying from zero to o.:q.,M, ,as shown in Fig. 5; 

. 

0.6 

0.6 
A 

Ctinc. TO P.0 M 

/ 

: 
Fig. 5. Rp values for I,a3+, Th*+ and lY+ as’ functioris of molarity bf TOP0 used for treatment 

c 1, 01. rile paper. ‘, ! .“’ . ‘, ’ : 
; .’ ‘,‘, ,’ ,: . . . 

Generally, the Rp value can be suitably varjed.by t,r,eating the paper, with TQPQ 
of the appropriate .molarity, but the greatest’,effect’ is to, be expected with partially 
retained elements (e;g. Th), an appreciably smaller effect with .strongly retained 
elements ‘(e.g. U), and no effect with elements that are not .,rctained (e.g. La). 

;. ,’ 
,. ‘, 

SOME EXAMPLES OF CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATIONS 

,Some separations of two or’ mo&“‘elements were carried ‘out to check the practical 

usefulness of the method. Whatman No.1 4 x 35 cm paper strips, treated wit11 
O.O& n/r TOP0 were used, TOP0 bad been pre-equilibrated with the various acids: 

The separations obtained by using I-ICC1 as the eluent are reported‘ in,Table ,111. 
: ‘. _’ . . 

‘_ 
,’ : .’ ., .TART--I? TTT’ I. ***Y-Y *A..& : . . ;. 

._ CHROMATOCRAPHIC SI3PARATIONS.O’N, PAPER TREATED WITEI‘0.025 fit ‘TOP0 IN’ CYcLo~R~ANE ” 

:i : ,Roqm temperature (zz -J= I“). .Eluent : IjCl : ‘_, t . 

Ehnents to’ ., ‘, ” .yypcOf’ ,’ Eli,o,l R,r,, : *{iHe ; ‘., . , ‘, .’ ! ! : 

25.5 330, Sn”+‘.=soao2 ‘. Sb3+ = 6;?3’ Bi3+. ‘=. $67,.. As?+ =! 0.92 
‘Au3+-Pt”~~l?d”+l-Ag+ :desccnding :, T,:! .ao 
Sn3+-I~3+_Ca3+~JQ%t d&&nding 

2 70 ,ALI~+- = ; o 
I2 2’S 360 Sn2+ = o 

l?@t_, 7, o.;,S pqt+ = 0.59 A&-, 7 0.80 
Ins-I- = 9.13’ .‘Ca?+ ‘A 6.69 Mg”+“A’ 0.69 

. . ,,’ ,. : .’ : : .( : :7:,. , j.., .‘.. ., k’. 

:.,. ‘, ,:. .,, J. ChvomaLog., 7 (1962) r12-II~ _.’ 
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The ,separations obtained .with HNC, as the eluent are shown in Table IV. All 
these, except the separation Sr-Y which was carried out on a I. j X II c’m strip, were 
performed ‘on .4 x : 35 cm paper strips. ‘. 

In Table V the separations obtained by eluting with J&SO, ‘are presented.' 

CI_IRO&fA”J-OGRAPHIC SEPARATIONS ON PAPER TREATED WITH 0.025 Ad TOP0 IN CYCLOHRXANE 

Room temperature (22 f I”). Eluent : HNO, 

Elemcrzts to Trpe of Elrrod Run The 
bc se$aralcd chrowztog. nf HNO, cm Arc RF 

S++-y3-k ascending 0.5 g - - 
~p+_~~g”+__p~~t Al,-,r*r.-rl:nrr ucxm.r?~Auu.(S G.j 25 

30 Y3+ = 0.32 5S;z+ = 0.9-j 
I6= 3ia+ E m P.-Y “.“J rig = 0.2G p”,-1-t. I 0 57 

UW--Mo3”-Y3+_~~3+ descending 2 25 175 UO+ = 0.02 IWoO+ = 0.32 Y3+ = 0;63 1,~~” Lo.% 
ThW_YW_La3t_Ca2+ descending .0.5 26 175 TV+ = o y3+ = 0.20 La3+ = 0.65 Ca”” = 0.84 
U’J+-Tl”+_FeJ+-Ga3+ descending 6 30 240 U”+ = o T13+ = 0.07 Fe3+ = 0.80 Gas+- = o.g8 
W6+-UW--Au~+-~nW- descending 12 2g 300 wo+ = 0 UO+ =’ 0.11 Au3+ = 0.45 In3+ = 0.81 
Zfl+_Th”+_ScW--1’3+ descenc+g 12 29 300 zl”+ = 0 Tl>4-b = 0.17 SC?+ = 0.30 Y3+ = 0.90 

: ,, 

,, ‘:. TABLE v 

CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATIONS ON PAPER;T&ATED WITH 0.025 Ad TOP0 IN CYCLONESANE 

Room tempcraturc (22 f IO). Eluent: Fl’,SO, 

Elements ti 
: ; ‘. 

Tyjk of ’ Eldent 
besepwated i clwomatog. ’ E.*g0, 

Ricrr Time 
Ctlb mitr 

. 

RF 

‘. .‘. 

‘&4”+-UO+-Th”+, 

We+-SCS+-yst 
descending 0.5 26 135 %1”‘+ = 0.11 U”t = 0.33 Th”+ = 0.87. : Y 
descending 0.5 26 135 W”+ = 0.03 Sc3+ = o 68 Y3+ = 0.93 

~QW-InW-B13+-GaW descending 2 26 160 I-Q”+ z 0.08 l3i”+ = 0167 In3+ k= 0.89 Ga3+ =O.gg 

: ‘. ., CONCLUSIONS 
., : r ,., ., 

The selectivity ,of TOP0 as an extractant for many, cations can be. transferred (to 
paper,:by immersinglit in a TOPO-cyclohexane solution. 

Generally, ‘the’ hi&er the ,extraction coefficients Ei for a given acid and for 
the majority of the elements examined, the Jower are the RF values. Some special 
cases do<not .follow this general rule; The nature and,molarity of the acid suitable for 
the separation .of two or ‘more’ elements can ;be selected ,:from the curves presented ., 
in Figs. 9,’ 3 ‘and 4. The same curves ‘can give .all the basic indications for the,separa- 
tion of.‘,,aPpreciabie amounts of elemerits; ‘Tn :fact, bedsj’of ~‘dellulose, powder ,tre,ated .’ .’ ‘, 

.’ with TOPG;can be .used for commn chromatography. Some preliminary experiments ‘, 
have &&&that $C’PC, like .TNOAS,’ can be strongly fixed oh celhnose p,owder: 

, 

1 ;.: : .,,!’ ‘- : 
j. ..: ‘. ‘A’large’amou’nt <of chromatographic ‘&&can ,easily be’ obtained in a short’.time; .‘, i 

.,,,:a. by u&rg~~S@li&man,, CF$I pafierl Each paper sheet’ permits. the ‘smmltaneous’chro~’ ‘;’ 
‘,,,‘., 
:;+ ‘, mato&aphy”’ ‘of: ‘.t%el’ve “elements which can be develope:d +th 1 ‘the ‘., app,ropriat.e ~:.j~l;:~~~, 

” _‘, ,’ .-: .P,“. : ‘, .: . . . , >’ ;‘,’ 
reagerits on the, respectjve strrp. :, ,:, 

, “; 

. 

:’ ,, ,- , ,.. ; ;., ‘, J. Clrronzutog., 7 (rg6o) I 12-x 19 ‘, 

:., .., 
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The RF value of an element can be influenced by the type of acid, its molarity, 
the elution time and the concentration of the solution used for the treatment. Often, 
the conditions giving optimal separation can be selected. 

,., 
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SUMMARY 

A systematic study of chromatography with paper treated with 0.025 IM tri-n- 
octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) in cyclohexane has been described. Curves of the Rp 
values as functions of the acidity of the cluent, are given for about fifty metal ions. 

. .9.Y __ 
T’ne acids used were HCi, ENO, anu kia3uq. 

Some parameters, such as temperature, imbibition time of the paper; elution 
time, and molarity of the TOP0 solution’ have been considered. 

Fxamples of ,separations of two or more elements, are given to show, the prac- 
tical .application 

:.: “, /,; 
of the’ Proposed chro_matographic technique. , ,. , 

,,Generally, ,the higher the ,extraction coefficient E”, .of TOP,0 for a given,, $ement 
at ,++e, selected a&%$; the ‘lotier the’ Rp value. The possibility of treating: cbronn&&’ 

m--h 
graphic’ ceiJuio+ powder with 1 uru '$0 obtain ‘{oiumn .separaticn ‘of apl&ciabie 
quarit~ties of substances, is suggested. ‘* ” ” 

;. 
“., 

: 
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